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At Last
 
I feel the flame burning, the heart pounding
In this God forsaken place with rushing
releasing the steam of poison which is fuming
infecting my inner being killing all my living
 
It's impeccable stringing and daring swinging
swirling all through my veins with shagging
holding, hanging and praying for its ending
help I'm screaming daring to escape this trenching
 
nobody hears my crying or even thinking of helping
I'm wondering how I got myself in this aching
I try to get out but so caught up it's heart wrenching
why ooh why is this all happening in  this  wrong timing
 
I can't lose hope I console myself I'm fighting
I keep up but my body let me down I'm drowning
saddening the same at once I slip en' deteriorating
surely at last my soul give up in deep sleep I'm swept
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Can We
 
Can we just lay here...
 
I want to feel your heartbeat as mine
 
In a constant rhythm
 
A tale of our soul intertwine
 
Share all the mysteries within
 
Can we just forget about tomorrow...
 
It's just me, you and the angels above
 
In this paradise we dance and sing
 
Eat fresh plums and sip wine
 
While our body explore one another
 
It is more than a dream
 
Rather every lovers wish and steam
 
Can we just hold each other until the end of time
 
Never letting go of these beautiful tales we share
 
Can we make love all through the spring until summer begin
 
You yearning for me and me recipocate
 
Can we watch the stars falling while we share each other...
 
Can we enjoy when the moon making love to the sun creating a beautiful
eclipse....
 
 
Oooh how i love the feel of me and you together
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With rose pedal all around the room the fragrance
 
of sweet berry perfume....
 
Makes me wanna tear your skin...
 
Ooh my love can we...can we...?
 
Please say we can...cause i can't take it any longer.
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Caution
 
An utter most-fear
Deep in despair                     
In thin air I disappeared
It’s not clear
How it appeared
Moved so quickly
Like a spear…
 
I flew away
In a distance array
Full of unknown
And a lot of dismay
All in all I will be all right!
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Cave
 
I see a glimpse of light, through this little crack
Flashing my eyes, I wonder what it was
Is it a bright sunlight, or a beam of sight
Oh is it a miraculous ultraviolet light
 
Oh it might even be a panoramic sight
For all I know It might be my ceramic delight
Is that a fact, in all the act or my blamed light
hard to tell fake from real in this ca coon blight
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Garden Of Joy
 
I pass through this beautiful garden
It has different flower in each color
They all lively with a smiling scent
It made my day like heaven sent
 
I sat down on the sand with attractive sight
It was what I found the black and blue
Was all my cue it caught my eyes this is true
 
I wish you could see what I saw
bright rainbow overflow
and all the creature with joy
It was like paradise on the show
This garden of joy, join to blow....
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Gesture
 
A simple gesture, not easily measured
It can conquer a bitter heart, with pressure
It's all the want, not money or treasure
Just a simple gesture of a beautiful smile
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Haiku
 
EYES IN HIDDEN PLACE
DEEP IN THE DARK MEADOW
AN IRIS
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My Love
 
My love is like a symphony playing non-stop
It’s streaming down the shore with over flow
Deeply soothing with an enchanting tune
Hypnotizing melody to all the eardrums
 
My love will never fade as long as it plays
With the different sounds in every word
Why will it End? This remarkable band!
Not your usual blend but one of it’s kind
 
My love is all I have in this abandon hole
With the melodies heart, blues and soul
Is all I can give to an ambiguous troll
This breathtaking venture, is hardly measured
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Spring
 
The spring has just began
The flowes are blooming
But the weather is unpredictable
A little bit of coughing and sneezing
It will end soon and summer will begin
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Untitled
 
In dismay a thud sound
In the ground he is found
The backyard where he lies
This being without a sigh
 
She shout loud with no pause
Almost losing her tone
This beautiful soul
In an instant was a grave mound
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